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Space Bear Oct 08 2020 Pilgrim Finch is an astronaut bear whose mission leads him to a planet
where he seeks to collect samples of the indigineous creatures - but when he’s challenged by
surprising threats, he’ll learn that the most important mission of all is to show compassion for all
living creatures. TO BOLDLY GO WHERE NO SPACE BEAR HAS GONE BEFORE! Pilgrim Finch is an
adventurous astronaut bear who explores the cosmos with a mission to bring samples of life back to
his home planet. But when he crash lands on a new planet full of surprises and danger around every
corner, Pilgrim will be forced to question his orders and learn that there’s only one mission that
matters - compassion to all living creatures no matter the stakes! Award-winning cartoonist Ethan
Young presents a timely, silent story about discovering the unknown and empathy for everyone we
encounter, because every friendship begins with an act of kindness perfect for readers of all ages.
Bear in Space Aug 30 2022 Bear has plans to change his world, one space adventure at a time, and
discovers just how far you can go with someone by your side. Bear is different. When he dreams of
going into space, the other bears laugh. But Bear has plans to change his world, one space
adventure at a time. In space he feels at home, but also alone, until something extraordinary
happens. He discovers just how far he can go with someone by his side. A richly imagined story that
celebrates difference, self-belief and the way friendship and acceptance can empower someone to
build a better world.
The World Book Encyclopedia May 03 2020 An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the
needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.
Bear Trouble Jul 17 2021 Wild bears are enormous animals with huge appetites. When they are
unable to find enough food in their usual habitat, they become bold enough to leave the forest.
Driven by hunger, they search desperately near farms, houses and towns for crops or scraps of food.
Because this environment is unfamiliar to them, wandering bears can cause danger to themselves
and to people. This story is based on true incidents. Reading Level 29/F&P Level P
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Space for Smart Kids Mar 25 2022 Discover the mysteries of science with Future Geniuses! Come
along with Valentina, the astronaut, on this incredible journey to Mars and become a space genius!
Up past the exosphere, thermosphere, and mesosphere, we will find outer space and learn the
answers to some big questions. What is the ozone layer? What is gravity? Which countries have
successfully traveled into space? What are the parts of rockets called, and what does each part do?
What is space like? Future Geniuses is a collection that will help families spend a lot of time reading
and learning together. Through simple text and fun illustrations, author and scientist Carlos Pazos
makes the subjects of space and space travel approachable and easy to understand for even the
smallest scientists.
Big Book of Words Jun 03 2020 Read and learn over 500 words with Bizzy Bear in this chunky, liftthe-flap book!
Bizzy Bear: Space Rocket Sep 30 2022 A fun board book featuring a busy little bear on an out-ofspace adventure. With lots of chunky sliding mechanisms for little hands to play with.
The Berenstain Bears Blast Off! Jun 27 2022
Make a Spaceship Your Way! Nov 20 2021 Young makers will discover their limitless potential with
this Super Simple DIY title. Kids will explore Make a Spaceship Your Way! to imagine their own
spaceship. Maybe one that flies to Mars or another galaxy? Then they will use makerspace tools and
learn how to get inspired, problem-solve, and collaborate with others as their spaceship comes to
life. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Roaring Rockets Mar 01 2020 Rockets they have power. They rise and roar. This rocket's waiting,
ready to soar. Zoom to the moon with a crazy crew of astronauts in this sparkling picture book.
Zippy wordplay, zappy art, plus a picture dictionary make learning about space travel fun!
The Berenstain Bears on the Moon Sep 18 2021 When THE BERENSTAIN BEARS GO TO THE
MOON young children will want to read along and join them in an adventure that is both exciting
and educational. Bright and early books help even the youngest children get ready to read. Simple
stories and basic concepts are humorously presented in rhythm and rhyme. Pictures that fully
explain the text help even babies make the important connection between word and meaning. It's
never too early to find out that 'Learning to read is fun'.
Eric and the Red Planet Oct 20 2021 Eric the bear is unusually good at math, and when he wins a
tour of a rocket that is supposed to travel to Mars, he can't resist pushing the flashing numbers on
the control panel.
Playtime Park Jun 23 2019 Bizzy Bear is such a busy bear today! He calls his friend Rabbit to invite
him to the park, where they play on the swings, slide and the see-saw, ride a bike and play football
and manage to fit in an ice-cream treat. With its robust sliders and busy scenes, this chunky little
books will keep toddlers happy for hours.
ROCKETRY Feb 21 2022 Rocketry: Investigate the Science and Technology of Rockets and Ballistics
introduces students to the fascinating world of rocketry and ballistics. Readers discover the history
of rocket development, from the earliest fire arrows in China to modern-day space shuttles, as well
as the main concepts of rocketry, including how rockets are launched, move through the
atmosphere, and return to earth safely. Exploring the science behind rocket flight, kids learn how
the forces of thrust, gravity, lift, and drag interact to determine a rocket’s path, then imagine new
uses and technologies in rocketry that are being developed today and for the future. Combining
hands-on activities with physics, chemistry, and mathematics, Rocketry brings fun to learning about
the world of rocket science. Entertaining illustrations and fascinating sidebars illuminate the topic,
while Words to Know highlighted and defined within the text reinforce new vocabulary. Projects
include building a pneumatic blast rocket and launcher, testing a rocket recovery system, and
designing a rocket model of the future. Additional materials include a glossary, and a list of current
reference works, websites, and Internet resources. This title meets Common Core State Standards
for literacy in science and technology; Guided Reading Levels and Lexile measurements indicate
grade level and text complexity.
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Bizzy Bear: Aeroplane Pilot Dec 30 2019 Robust board books perfect for engaging the very young
Wolfie Apr 01 2020 I, The Wolf, am sick of being the bad guy. I'm taking over this book. Dear
Readers, Fairytales are nonsense. They're full of wolves pestering pigs and picking on sweet little
girls in red hoods. But I would never do those things. I knit! I bake blueberry pie! You know what I
really want to do? I WANT TO RESCUE A PRINCESS! And if I can't? I QUIT! Yours sincerely, Wolfie
Wolfie may want to be a hero, but he's about to discover that arguing with this book's narrator is not
the best way to improve his imagea
Rocket Man Aug 18 2021 Feeling invisible as the middle child, Bob gets the chance to shine when
he is asked to plan a basketball game to support cancer research, but his father, who suffers from
cancer, may not be able to make the game when he lands in a wheelchair after a fall.
Bizzy Bear: Zookeeper Sep 06 2020 Bizzy Bear’s spending the day at the zoo scrubbing the
crocodile, brushing the hippo’s teeth, and feeding the penguins. Readers will enjoy interacting with
the story by pushing and pulling the tabs to help Bizzy Bear care for the animals.
Then and Now May 15 2021 Long ago, when your great-grandparents were young, a lot of things
were different in people’s homes. They did not have many machines to help them, so everyone in the
family had to help with the housework.
Rockets Apr 25 2022 Twenty-five times faster than the speed of sound, rockets are high-speed
space delivery machines. Every week, at least one rocket launches into space from somewhere in the
world! This title will boost the knowledge of reluctant readers as it breaks down space rockets.
BearCity Jun 15 2021 Based on the award-winning feature-length movie, Bear City: The Novel
follows the funny, romantic, and often dramatic adventures of a tight-knit pack of bears, cubs, and
friends in New York City as they gear up for a big party weekend. A hirsute Sex and the City set in
the "Bear" scene, this story brings together these men, their friends, tricks, and lovers, and a cast of
colorful, hirsute characters. They experience comical mishaps, lusty and romantic encounters, and
an impressive variety of male body types. Using satire and humor, the novel exposes their explores
these men¿s self-image issues and pokes fun at aspects of urban gay lifestyles, all while celebrating
the worldwide community of men who call themselves Bears.
Edward Built a Rocketship Jan 23 2022 3...2...1... KAA-BOOM! Edward blasts into space on a magical
tour of the Milky Way with meteor showers, asteroids, and aliens. This brightly illustrated adventure
is one you definitely won't forget!
Look Up! Apr 13 2021 3 ... 2 ... 1 ... LIFT OFF. Let science-mad chatterbox Rocket launch into your
hearts in this inspiring picture book from two incredible debut talents. Rocket's going to be the
greatest astronaut, star-catcher, space-traveller that has ever lived! But... First, she needs to
convince her big brother Jamal to stop looking down at his phone and start LOOKING UP at the
stars. ---- Bursting with energy and passion about space and the natural world, this heart-warming
picture book will reignite your desire to turn off those screens and switch on to the outside world.
Bear on a Bike Feb 09 2021 Simple rhyming text follows Bear as he travels the world.
Berkeley is a Rocket Bear Aug 25 2019 Berkeley the Bear travels to camp to learn about space,
rockets, and the laws of motion. Along the way he learns important lessons about friendship,
teamwork, and perseverance. 32 pages, full page color illustrations.
Bossy Bear Mar 13 2021 Have you heard about animals that hibernate? They sleep for a long time
right through the winter, then wake up in the spring. Bears stay asleep in caves all winter when it is
cold and there is no food. Do you know some other animals that hibernate?
Curious George And The Rocket Oct 27 2019 This lively story captures George’s adventure of
becoming the first space monkey from the classic Curious George Gets a Medal.
The First Moon Landing Nov 28 2019 Presents the story of the first moon landing, featuring the
intrigue and excitement behind the mission. Additional features to aid comprehension include a
table of contents, fact-filled captions, infographics, a glossary, a listing of source notes, sources for
further research, and an introduction to the author.
Brainstorm Aug 06 2020 Theo Greenhelg Whittier is a self-confessed genius who likes to invent new
technology. In this story he has a brilliant idea for making a unique new fishing trap. As usual,
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things don't work out according to his plan, and the fishing expedition goes a little haywire.
Who Has Whiskers? Jul 25 2019
Bizzy Bear: Pirate Adventure Jan 29 2020 With chunky sliders to push and pull, this robust little
board book is perfect for active toddlers. Rich in visual detail and with touches of humor, it is sure to
become a classic in the family library. Today, Bizzy Bear is packing his ship, hoisting the Jolly Roger
and setting sail on an exciting pirate adventure! Little readers will love helping Bizzy steer his ship,
dig for treasure, and open the treasure chest.
Fun on the Farm Dec 22 2021 A fun board book that introduces farm animals to toddlers with lots
of tabs to pull and flaps to open
Whatever Next! Jul 29 2022 It's very nearly bath time for Baby Bear, but he just wants to go on one
more adventure - a quick trip to the moon. Mrs Bear isn't pleased, and anyway, she says, Baby Bear
doesn't have a rocket. Luckily, there's one under the stairs... Join Baby Bear as he makes friends
with an owl and has a picnic on the moon, all before bath time. Whatever Next! This is a board book
edition of a beautiful story of innocence and imagination, full of the characteristic warmth and
humour of Jill Murphy, author of Peace at Last and The Worst Witch.
Mooncake Nov 08 2020 Blast to the moon and back with best friends Moonbear and Little Bird in
this charming reissue of a beloved classic by award-winning author and illustrator Frank Asch. One
night while watching the moon, Moonbear turns to Little Bird and asks, “I wonder what the moon
tastes like?” The ever-curious Moonbear begins a quest that ends up taking him all the way to the
moon and back again. This refreshed edition of a beloved classic features the original text and art
with an updated cover.
Bizzy Bear: Space Rocket Nov 01 2022 Bizzy Bear is exploring space! With sliders and tabs to push
and pull, there’s lots of interactivity for toddlers as Bizzy blasts off, glides past aliens, and jumps
around on the moon. The perfect book for little ones who dream of being astronauts!
Bizzy Bear Dec 10 2020 Today, Bizzy Bear is off in his yellow submarine for an exciting underwater
adventure! With clever sliders to push and pull, little readers will love to help him descend into the
ocean, avoid the scary octopus on the sunken ship and, finally, discover the hidden treasure. A
thrilling book for all fans of Octonauts!
Space Song Rocket Ride May 27 2022 Blast through the galaxy to our own solar system and explore
the mysteries of space to a rocking beat. Packed with educational endnotes about space exploration
and more. A QR code on the book provides access to video animation and audio.
Bizzy Bear: Dinosaur Safari Sep 26 2019 On a visit to the Dinosaur Wildlife Park, Bizzy Bear
discovers some interesting footprints. Where do they lead and to which dinosaur do they belong?
Another exciting adventure for the world's most intrepid bear!
The Rocket Book Jul 05 2020 Reproduction of the original: The Rocket Book by Peter Newell
I'm going to be an . . . Astronaut Jan 11 2021 Little ones dream big. They may look like they're
playing with tinfoil and cardboard boxes, but really, they're piloting rockets into space and becoming
the first astronauts to walk on Mars. Learn a little about what astronauts do, and spark a passion
that lasts a lifetime.
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